Abstract. This paper presents a new forecasting model of time series (NFMTS).
Introduction
Liu, Zeng and Zeng [1] applied the traditional grey model, grey neural network model and grey support vector machine model to predict the air passenger volume of Chengdu from 1993 to 2003. The conclusion of the experiment is that the prediction accuracy (average relative error 2.42%) of the model mode of gray support vector machine is much better than the traditional grey model (average relative error 6.38%) and the grey neural network model (average relative error 4.54%). The set of prediction models proposed by Feng, Wang, Yin and Lu [2] contains these prediction models. When predicting the enrollment Numbers of the university of Alabama from 1971 to 1992, the average prediction error rate of the predicted enrollment Numbers can reach AFER=0.000000 and MSE=0.000000. This paper proposes to improve the predictive function of reference [2] 
The annual difference domain of time series as D= {D 2 , D 3 , …, D n }. The calculation formula of difference ratio is
The domain of the difference ratio obtained is B={ B 2 , B 3 , …, B n-1 }. Lemma 1. Set the theoretical domain of time series as C= {C 1 , C 2 , …, C n },The annual difference domain is D= {D 2 , D 3 , …, D n },The theoretical domain of difference ratio is B={ B 2 , B 3 , …, B n-1 }.
(3) Definition 2. set the theoretical domain of time series as C= {C 1 , C 2 , …, C n }, The annual difference domain is D= {D 2 J u (e,f,g) is the prediction function of u years of NFMTS, or J u (e,f,g) is the prediction formula of u uears of NFMTS. J u (e,f,g) is also the predictive function for u years of time series C, or J u (e,f,g) is also the predictive formula for u years of time series C. J u (e,f,g) is also the predictive function for u years of time series C, or J u (e,f,g) is also the predictive formula for u years of time series C. C u and C u-1 are the elements of u year and u-1 year respectively in the time series domain C.
Definition 3. set the theoretical domain of time series as C= {C 1 , C 2 , …, C n }, The annual difference domain is D= {D 2 , D 3 , …, D n }.The theoretical domain of difference ratio is B={ B 2 , B 3 , …, B n-1 }. The prediction formula J u (e,f,g) of time series C can be made. By substituting the data in the theoretical fields C, D and B and applying the prediction formula of u year of time series C, the predicted value of element C u in time series C can be calculated. Therefore, J u (e,f,g) is also the prediction model of u year in time series c. J u (e,f,g) can also be called the prediction formula of NFMTS, or J u (e,f,g) is called the prediction model of NFMTS. 
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Definition 5. set the theoretical domain of time series as C= {C 1 , C 2 , …, C n }, The annual difference domain is D= {D 2 , D 3 , …, D n },The theoretical domain of difference ratio is B={ B 2 , B 3 , …, B n-1 }. When the prediction model J u (e,f,g) of NFMTS was used to simulate the historical data of time series Y, the average prediction error rate of J u (e,f,g) was AFER=0.000000 and MSE=0.000000.
Definition 6. set the theoretical domain of time series as C= {C 1 , C 2 , …, C n }, The annual difference domain is D= {D 2 , D 3 , …, D n },The theoretical domain of difference ratio is B={ B 2 , B 3 , …, B n-1 }. The optimal time series prediction model Ju(e,f,g) in NFMTS is automatically found. This method is called the automatic optimization search method of NFMTS. That is: for any time series C, from any point A(e,f,g) as the starting point of calculation, fixed f, make e and g gradually reduce, programming, search, calculation,..., until the optimal time series prediction model Ju(e,f,g) in NFMTS is screened out. Example 3. The methods in this paper and the methods in reference [1] are used to predict the air passenger volume of Chengdu from 1993 to 2003, and the data are shown in table 3. It is obviously to see that the prediction model J u (0.0002, 0.8, 0.0002) in this paper has the highest accuracy. 
Summary
As a supplement to the time series forecasting model, the optimal time series forecasting model J u (e,f,g) in NFMTS has a simple structure and easy calculation. Compared with the traditional grey model, grey neural network model and grey support vector machine model, it has advantages in dealing with the passenger traffic of Chengdu from 1993 to 2003. In example 2, it is meaningful to improve the prediction accuracy of future data of time series if a more scientific method of finding B′ 2003 is given.
